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FOREWORD

The courses in this document reflect the following statutory requirements as found
in Section 37-3-49, Mississippi Code of 1972, as amended:

The State Department of Education shall provide an instructional program and
establish guidelines and procedures for managing such programs in the public
schools as part of the State Program of Educational Accountability and Assessment
of Performance. . .

The department shall provide that such program or guidelines . . . are enforced
through the performance-based accreditation system.

The local school board must adopt the objectives that will form the core curriculum
that will be systematically delivered throughout the district.

Standards for student performance must be established for each core objective in
the local program and those standards establish the district's definition of mastery
for each objective.

There shall be an annual review of student performance in the instructional program
against locally established standards.

Each secondary vocational-technical course consists of a series of instructional
units which focus on a common theme. All units have been written using a
common format which includes the following components:

o Unit Number and Title
o Suggested Time on Task - The number of days of instruction that should

be required to teach the competencies and objectives of the unit. For
secondary occupational programs, a "day" represents a two-period block
of instruction.

o Competencies and Suggested Objectives
A Competency represents a general concept of performance that
students are expected to master as a requirement for satisfactorily
completing a unit. Students will be expected to receive instruction
on all competencies in the curriculum framework.
The Suggested Objectives represent the enabling and supporting
knowledge and performances that will indicate mastery of the
competency.

o Suggested Teaching Strategies This section of each unit indicates
strategies that can be used to enable students to master each suggested
objective. Teachers should feel free to modify or enhance these
suggestions based on needs of their students and resources available in
order to provide optimum learning experiences for their students.

III
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o Suggested Assessment Strategies - This section indicates strategies that
can be used to measure student mastery. Examples of suggested
strategies could include classroom discussions, laboratory exercises, and
student assignments. Again, tea:hers should feel free to modify or
enhance these suggested assessment strategies based on local needs
and resources.

o Suggested Resources This section indicates some of the primary
instructional resources that may be used to teach the competencies and
suggested objectives. Again, these resources are suggested and the list
may be modified or enhanced based on needs and abilities of students
and on available resources.

The following guidelines were used in developing the curriculum framework in this
document and should be considered in developing local instructional management
plans and daily lesson plans:

o The content of the courses in this document reflects approximately 75
percent of the time allocated to each course. For a one-year course, this
means that the content of the existing units of instruction should
represent approximately 135 days of instruction. The remaining 25
percent of each course should be developed at the local district level and
may reflect:

Additional units of instruction within the course related to topics not
found in the state framework.
Activities which develop a higher level of mastery on the existing
competencies and suggested objectives.
Activities and instruction related to new technologies and concepts
that were not prevalent at the time the current framework was
developed/revised.
Activities which implement components of the Mississippi Tech Prep
Initiative, including integration of academic and vocational-technical
skills and coursework, school-to-work transition activities, and
articulation of secondary and postsecondary vocational-technical
programs.
Individualized learning activities, including work site learning
activities, to better prepare individuals in the courses for their chosen
occupational area.

iv
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o Sequencing of the units of instruction within a course is left to the
discretion of the local district. Naturally, foundation units related to
topics such as safety, tool and equipment usage, and other fundamental
skills should be taught first. Other units related to specific skill areas in
the course, however, may be sequenced to take advantage of seasonal
and climatic conditions, resources located outside of the school, and
other factors.

v
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

ELECTRONICS

(Program CIP: 47.0190 Electronics (Secondary))

Electronics is an instructional program which prepares secondary students to enter
electronics occupations. Students in Electronics I complete a common core
program of study including safety, leadership and personal development, and b3sic
alternating an I direct current (AC/DC) theory. Students in Electronics II continue
study in safety, leadership and personal development, solid state electronics,
soldering, digital electronics, and employability skills. Upon completion of study,
graduates may elect to continue their education or become employed in the
electronics industry.

Electronics 1



COURSE OUTLINE

ELECTRONICS I
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Unit # Unit Name No. of Days

Unit 1 Orientation 5
Unit 2 Safety 10
Unit 3 Leadership and Personal Development 5
Unit 4 Direct Current (DC) Circuits 50
Unit 5 Alternating Current (AC) Circuits 65

ELECTRONICS II

Unit # Unit Name No. of Lays

Unit 1 Orientation 1

Unit 2 Safety (Review) 4
Unit 3 Advanced Leadership 5
Unit 4 Solid State Electronics 55
Unit 5 Soldering 5
Unit 6 Digital Electronics 60
Unit 7 Employability Skills 5

2 Electronics
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SECTION I:

CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK

FOR

ELECTRONICS
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CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK

Course Name: Electronics I

Course GIP Code: 47.0196

Course Description: Electronics I is the entry level course of the secondary
Electronics program. Students in this course will gain foundation competencies
related to safety, leadership and personal development, direct current and
alternating current circuits. (2-21/2 Carnegie units, depending upon time spent in
the course)

Competencies and Suggested Objectives:

1. Describe local program and vocational center policies and procedures.
a. Describe local program and vocational center policies and procedures

including dress code, attendance, academic requirements, discipline,
shop/lab rules and regulations, and transportation regulations.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C4, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP2, WP3, WP6

2. Describe employment opportunities and responsibilities for eiectronics
technicians and related employees.
a. Describe employment opportunities avaiiable for electricians, electronics

technicians, and electrical related employees including potential earnings,
employee benefits, job availability, possible places of employment,
working conditions, and educational requirements.

b. Describe basic employee responsibilities including punctuality, physical
requirements, customer relations, following directions, job safety, and
entry level skills.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C4, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP2, WP3, WP6

3. Describe personal and general safety rules for working in a shop/lab and
industry.
a. Describe personal safety rules for working in a shop/lab and industry

including work clothing, protective clothing, safety glasses, and hearing,
feet, hand, and head protection.

b. Describe general workplace safety rules including shop/lab (work site)
organization.

Electronics 14
5
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c. Describe the proper use of fire extinguishers and classes of fires including
class A (trash and wood), B (petroleum products), C (energized electrical),
and 0 (combustible metals).

d. Identify standard industry Safety Color Codes.
e. Describe procedures for safely handling heavy objects including using

lifting devices, having straight back, lifting with legs, getting help for
heavy objects, holding objects close to the body, sizing up load, and
holding feet close together.

f. Describe safety practices for using climbing devices including ladders,
scaffolding, and climbing belts.

g. Describe the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and its ef fect on
the workplace.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
C2, C4

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP5

4. Describe basic electrical safety practices.
a. Describe factors to consider in storing and/or disposing of hazardous

materials including PCB's in old transformers and capacitors, volatile
liquids, battery acid, explosive gases, refrigerants, and POL products.

b. Identify hazardous materials the': may be found on a job site and describe
procedures for handlinghivoidance or removal of materials including
asbestos, PCB's, POL products, refrigerants, flammable materials, and
smoke.

c. Interpret a Materials Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).
d. Describe basic electrical safety practices including removal of jewelry and

metal objects from body, probing techniques, using insulated gloves and
boots, grounding, and personal safety devices.

e. Describe hazards of electrical shock including effects of current, shock
avoidance techniques, and shock tre atment procedures.

f. Describe accident procedures including getting help, basic first aid,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), and accident report form.

g. Describe basic electric circuit safety methode inciuding proper grcunding,
importance of third wire, and ground fault interrupters.

h. Describe the operation of current overload devices including fuses and
circuit breakers.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C4, C5
S5, S6, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP5, WP6

1 0
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5. State procedures of leadership used to reach an agreement in an orderly
manner and personal development opportunities provided students in
electronics by the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA).
a. State procedures of leadership used in organizational meetings to reach an

agreement in an orderly manner including procedures for gaining
recognition in a meeting and conducting a VICA Club meeting.

b. Describe the purposes of VICA including leadership development, personal
development, and skills competition.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
C5, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP1, WP3, WP6

6. Identify desirable personal behavior and characteristics for use in the electronic
occupations.
a. Identify desirable personality traits to apply when serving the public

including politeness, cheerfulness, enthusiasm, efficiency, competency,
friendliness, self-confidence, honesty, and integrity.

b. Identify desirable personality traits to apply when communicating with
employees, supervisors, and other employeeF, including effective
communication skills, positive attitude, honesty, integrity, loyalty, team
commitment, cooperation, and ability to follow oral and written
instructions.

c. Identify desirable characteristics of the personal work ethic to apply in
electronics including attendance, promptness, desire to achieve, loyalty,
competent perfc*arwe as required by employer, effective customer
relations, cooperation, Tid obedience to rules and regulations.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
C4, C5, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP2, WP3, WP6

7. Identify legal requirement for participation in electronics occupations.
a. Describe ways to avoid legal liability problems in electronics including

using equipment approved by national testing organization; installing
wiring to NEC, local codes, and customer specifications; and maintaining
license and bonding.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
C3, C4, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP4, WP6

8. Describe the terms and scientific principles associated with direct current
electricity.
a. Define terms associated with the nature of matter including physical

characteristics of matter (elements, compounds, atoms, electrons,
protons, and neutrons).

Electronics 7
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b. Describe laws of electrical charges including like and unlike charges.
c. Identify electrical materials including conductors, insulators, and

semiconductors.
d. Describe methods of generating electricity including solar, chemical,

mechanical, and thermal.
e. Da scribe the principles and operation of batteries.
f. Describe basic theories of current flow including electron and

conventional flow methods.
g. Describe DC circuit parameters including voltage, power, current, and

resistance.
h. Identify resistor types and values using standard resistor color codes and

alphanumeric codes.
i. Perform basic engineering notation calculations including conversion,

adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing.
j. Identify DC circuit schematic symbols.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

C1, C5, C6
Ml, M4
S6, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP1, WP2, WP4, WP6

9. Create circuits and measure DC electricity using the multimeter.
a. Describe and demonstrate awe of a multimeter including measuring

voltage, current, and resistance.
b. Demonstrate use of Ohm's Law to calculate circuit parameters for a series

circuit including voltage, current, resistance, and power.
c. Draw and construct a series circuit with a minimum of three resistances.
d. Calculate and measure circuit parameters for a seriee circuit.
e. Demonstrate use of Ohm's Law to calculate circuit parameters for a

parallel circuit including voltage, current, resistance, and power.
f. Draw and construct a parallel circuit with a minimum of three resistances.
g. Calculate and measure circuit parameters for a parallel circuit.
h. Demonstrate use of Ohm's Law to calculate circuit parameters for a

series-parallel circuit including voltage, current, resistance, and power.
i. Draw and construct a series-parallel circuit with a minimum of three

resistances.
j. Calculate and measure circuit par,ameters for a series-parallel circuit.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

Cl, C4, C6
Ml, M4
S6, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix .3):
WP4, WP5, WP6

1'1
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10. Describe the principles of magnetism and electromagnetic properties.
a. Describe the principles of magnetism including magnetic fields, polarities,

core materials, permeability, motor action, induced current, and
associated laws.

b. Describe the principles of electromagnetic properties including magnetic
fields, polarities, core materials, permeability, motor action, induced
current, and associated laws.

c. Construct a simple electromagnet, including use of copper windings and a
metal rod.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C2, C4, C5
Ml, M4
S6, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP4, WP5, WP6

1 1. Describe the terms and scientific principles associated with alternating current
electricity.
a. Describe principles of AC generation including sine wave characteristics

and magnetic induction.
b. Define terms associated with AC voltage including AC frequency, period,

and time.
c. Describe sources of AC voltage including power plants (hydroelectric,

fossil fuel, solar, wind, and nuclear power) and generators.
d. Describe distribution route and components used from power plant to

home or business including transmission lines, transformers, substations,
and sen.cice entrances.

e. Describe the properties and characteristics of inductors including
inductance, physical properties, DC and AC characteristics, units, current,
and frequency.

f. Describe the properties and characteristics of transformers including
rating, types, uses, turns ratio, and connections.

g. Describe properties and characteristics of capacitors including
capacitance, physical properties, DC and AC characteristics, units, and
reactance.

h. Describe differences in phases in electrical power supply, including single-
phase, and polyphase.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C2, C4, C5
Ml, M2
S5, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP2, WP5, WP6

Electronics 18 9
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12. Display and measure AC waveforms using the oscilloscope and function
generator.
a. Demonstrate the use of an oscilloscope including safety and measurement

of DC and AC voltages and time.
b. Demonstrate the use of a function generator including safety, square

wave, sine wave, sawtooth wave, frequency, and amplitude.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

C2, C4, C5
M2, M4
S5, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP1, WP4, WP5

13. Describe and construct series and parallel circuits.
a. Draw and construct a series resistive circuit, calculating parameters and

discussing phase relationship.
b. Draw and construct a parallel resistive circuit, calculating parameters and

discussing phase relationship.
c. Draw and construct a series inductive circuit including calculating

parameters and time and voltage measurement in a circuit with two
inductors.

d. Draw and construct a parallel inductive circuit including calculating
parameters and time and voltage measurement in a circuit with two
inductors.

e. Draw and construct a series RL circuit including calculating parameters
and time and voltage measurement.

f. Draw and construct a parallel RL circuit including calculating parameters
and time and voltage measurement.

g. Draw and construct a series capacitive circuit including calculating
parameters and time and voltage measurement of a circuit with two
capacitors.

h. Draw and construct a parallel capacitive circuit including calculating
parameters and time and voltage measurement of a circuit with two
capacitors.

i. Draw and construct a series RC circuit including calculating parameters
and time and voltage measurement.

j. Draw and construct a parallel RC circuit including calculating parameters
and time and voltage measurement.

k. Draw RL and RC time constants including calculating parameters and time
and voltage measurement.

I. Draw and construct a series RCL circuit including calculating parameters
and time and voltage measurement.

m. Draw and construct a parallel RCL circuit including calculating parameters
and time and voltage measurement.

n. Describe series and parallel resonance.
1 9
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Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
C2, C4, C5
M2, M4
S5, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP1, WP4, WP5

Electronics
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CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK

Course Name: Electronics ll

Course CIP Code: 47.0197

Course Description: Electronics ll is the advanced course of the secondary
Electronics program. Students in this course will gain additional competencies
related to safety, leadership, solid state electronics, soldering, digital electronics,
and employment skills. (2-21/2 Carnegie units, depending upon time spent in the
course)

Competencies and Suggested Objectives:

1. Describe local program and vocational center policies and procedures.
a. Describe local program and vocational center policies and procedures

including dress code, attendance, academic requirements, discipline,
shop/lab rules and regulations, and transportation regulations.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C4, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP2, WP3, WP6

2. Describe employment opportunities and responsibilities for electronics
technicians and related employees.
a. Describe employment opportunities available for electricians, electronics

technicians, and electrical related employees including potential earnings,
employee benefits, job availability, possible places of employment,
working conditions, and educational requirements.

b. Describe basic employee responsibilities including punctuality, physical
requirements, customer relations, following directions, job safety, and
entry level skills.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C4, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP2, WP3, WP6

3. Describe personal and general safety rules for working in a shop/lab and
industry.
a. Describe personal safety rules for working in a shop/lab and industry

including work clothing, protective clothing, safety glasses, and hearing,
feet, hand, and head protection.

b. Describe general workplace safety rules including shop/lab (work site)
organization.

12 Electronics
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c. Describe the proper use of fire extinguishers and classes of fires including
class A (trash and wood), B (petroleum products), C (energized electrical),
and D (combustible metals).

d. Identify standard industry Safety Color Code.
e. Describe procedures for safely handling heavy objects including using

lifting devices, having straight back, lifting with legs, getting help for
heavy objects, holding objects close to the body, sizing up load, and
holding feet close together.

f. Describe safety practices for using climbing devices including ladders,
scaffolding, and climbing belts.

g. Describe the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and its effect on
the workplace.

h. Identify the publisher, purpose, and application of the NEC.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

C2, C4
Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):

WP5
4. Describe basic electrical safety practices.

a. Describe factors to consider in storing and/or disposing of hazardous
materials including PCB's in old transformers and capacitors, volatile
liquids, battery acid, explosive gases, refrigerants, and POL products.

b. Identify hazardous materials that may be found on a job site and describe
procedures for handling/avoidance or removal of materials including
asbestos, PCB's, POL products, refrigerants, flammable materials, and
smoke.

c. Interpret a Materials Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).
d. Describe basic electrical safety practices including removal of jewelry and

metal objects from body, probing techniques, using insulated gloves and
boots, grounding, and personal safety devices.

e. Describe hazards of electrical shock including effects of current shock
avoidance techniques, and shock treatment procedures.

f. Describe accident procedures including getting help, basic first aid,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), and accident report form.

g. Describe basic electric circuit safety methods including proper grounding,
importance of third wire, and ground fault interrupters.

h. Describe the operation of current overload devices including fuses and
circuit breakers.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C4, C5
S5, S6, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP5, WP6

)
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5. Develop advanced leadership and organizational skills.
a. Identify VICA leadership and skills competition activities including

leadership skills development programs, skills competitions, and
organizational skills.
Identify similarities between VICA leadership skills and workplace
leadership skills including organizational structure, promotional
opportunities, and benefits.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
C5, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP1, WP3, WP6

6. Define and describe solid state electronic characteristics.
Define the characteristics of semiconductor materials including atomic
theory review and semiconductor physics.
Describe characteristics of a P.N. junction diode including P-type
materials, N-type materials, and biasing.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C2, C4
S6

Workplace Skills (See-Appendix BI:
WP1, WP2, WP4

7. Describe and construct solid state circuits and components.
a. Describe and construct diode rectifier circuits including drawing,

calculating parameters, and measurements of both full wave and half
wave circuits.
Identify and construct common filter networks including Pi, T, and L
circuits.
Identify spe ial purpose diodes including LED's, Zener, and other diode
applications.
Describe characteristics transistors including bi-polar, FETS, and
MOSFETS.
Describe and construct basic transistor circuit configurations including
drawing and measurement.
Describe, draw, and construct a single stage transistor amplifier.
Describe the use of integrated circuits in solid state electronics to include
their relative importance, advantages and disadvantages, and major
components.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C2, C4, C5
S6, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP1, WP4, WP5, WP6

b.

a.

b.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.
9.
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8. Utilize soldering as a connective device.
a. Match soldering tools and materials with their uses including materials

and proper techniques.
b. Solder and desolder various components and connectors including

soldering and desoldering components.
c. Protect temperature sensitive components, and static sensitive devices

(ESD), using protective devices.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

C 1, C2, C4, C5
S6, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B.):
WP1, WP4, WP5, WP6

9. Convert between number systems and perform mathematical operations in
number systems.
a. Convert between number systems including decimal, binary, octal, and

hexadecimal.
b. Perform mathematical operations in number systems including decimal,

binary, octal, and hexadecimal.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

Cl, C2, C4, C5
Ml, M2

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP1, WP4, WP5

10. Describe digital components and construct digital circuits.
a. Describe basic logic gates including drawing schematic symbols,

constructing truth tables, breadboarding gates, and verifying truth tables.
b. Describe and construct combinational logic circuits including writing

Boolean expression, drawing circuit, and verification.
c. Describe logic gate families including TTL and CMOS operating

characteristics.
d. Describe and construct basic flip-flop circuits including drawing,

breadboarding, completing truth table, and applications.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

Cl, C2, C3, C5
M1
S5

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP2, WP4, WP5, WP6

11. Develop employability skills.
a. Prepare a resume containing essential information including personal

information, education, and employment experience using correct
grammar, spelling, and punctuation.

b. Complete job application forms including correct grammar, spelling, and
punctuation.

Electronics 15
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c. Explain procedures for job interviews using correct job etiquette.
d. Demonstrate the role of an applicant in a job interview using correct

interview procedures.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

Cl, C4, C6
Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):

WP2, WP3, WP6

2!)
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ELECTRONICS I
UNIT 1: ORIENTATION (5 days)

Competencies and Suggested Objectives:

1. Describe local program and vocational center policies and procedures.
a. Describe local program and vocational center policies and procedures

including dress code, attendance, academic requirements, discipline,
shop/lab rules and regulations, and transportation regulations.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C4, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP2, WP3, WP6

2. Describe employment opportunities and responsibilities for electronics
technicians and related employees.
a. Describe employment opportunities available for electricians, electronics

technicians, and electrical related employees including potential earnings,
employee benefits, job availability, possible places of employment,
working conditions, and educational requirements.

b. Describe basic employee responsibilities including punctuality, physical
requirements, customer relations, following directions, job safety, and
entry level skills.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C4, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP2, WP3, WP6

Suggested Teaching Strategies:

1. Describe local program and vocational center policies and procedures.
a. Review and discuss applicable rules and regulations.

2. Describe employment opportunities and responsibilities for electronics
technicians and related employees.
a. Have students survey job opportunities through employer visits, resource

person(s), telephone calls, help wanted acis, or a field trip with report of
findings to the class.

b. Have resource person speak to students regarding requirements for
punctuality, physical requirements, customer relations, following
directions, job safety, and entry level skills.

'
A, 0
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Suggested Assessment Strategies:

1. Describe local program and vocational center policies and procedures.
a. Test on applicable rules and regulations.

2. Describe employment opportunities and responsibilities for electronics
technicians and related employees.
a. Oral and written report on employment opportunities.
b. Oral and written report on employee responsibilities.

Suggested References:

Grob, B. Basic Electronics (7th ed.). New York: Glencoe/McGraw-Hill. 1992.

Hartman, L. Basic Electronics. Stillwater, OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum
Consortium. 1987.

Kaltwasser, S.; Flowers, G.; & Blasingame, D. Basic Wiring (2nd ed.). Stillwater,
OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium. 1994.

Local Administrative Policies and Procedures.

2 9
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ELECTRONICS I
UNIT 2: SAFETY

Competencies and Suggested Objectives:

August 1, 1995

(5 days:

1. Describe personal and general safety rules for working in a shop/lab and
industry.
a. Describe personal safety rules for working in a shop/lab and industry

including work clothing, protective clothing, safety glasses, and hearing,
feet, hand, and head protection.

b. Describe general workplace safety rules including shop/lab (work site)
organization.

c. Describe the proper use of fire extinguishers and classes of fires including
class A (trash and wood), B (petroleum products), C (energized electrical),
and D (combustible metals).

d. Identify standard industry Safety Color Codes.
e. Describe procedures for safely handling heavy objects including using

lifting devices, having straight back, lifting with legs, getting help for
heavy objects, holding objects close to the body, sizing up load, and
holding feet close together.

f. Describe safety practices for using climbing devices including ladders,
scaffolding, and climbing belts.

g. Describe the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and its effect on
the workplace.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
C2, C4

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP5

2. Describe basic electrical safety practices.
a. Describe factors to consider in storing and/or disposing of hazardous

materials including PCB's in old transformers and capacitors, voIatile
liquids, battery acid, explosive gases, refrigerants, and POL products.

b. Identify hazardous materials that may be found on a job site and describe
procedures for handling/avoidance or removal of materials including
asbestos, PCB's, POL products, refrigerants, flammable materials, and
smoke.

c. Interpret a Materials Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).
d. Describe basic electrical safety prar:tices including removal of jewelry and

metal objects from body, probing techniques, using insulated gloves and
boots, grounding, and personal safety devices.

e. Describe hazards of electrical shock including effects of current, shock
avoidance techniques, and shock treatment procedures.

Electronics
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f. Describe accident procedures including getting help, basic first aid,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), and accident report form.

g. Describe basic electric circuit safety methods including proper grounding,
importance of third wire, and ground fault interrupters.

h. Describe the operation of current overload devices including fuses and
circuit breakers.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C4, C5
S5, S6, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP5, WP6

Suggested Teaching Strategies:

1. Describe personal and general safety rules for working in a shop/lab and
industry.
a. Have students review safety handout.
b. Tour shop and lab and identify potential safety hazards.
c. Demonstrate and/or explain uses of fire extinguishers and fire control

methods for classes of fires A, B, C, and D.
d. Conduct industry tour to observe safety color coding procedures.
e. Have students perform and/or observe safe lifting techniques.
f. Demonstrate safety practices for using climbing devices.
g. Discuss OSHA and its effect on the workplace.

2. Describe basic electrical safety practices.
a. Discuss factors to consider in storing and disposing of hazardous

materials.
b. Identify hazardous materials that may be found on the job site.
c. Provide-students with MSDS sheets to identify hazardous materials that

may be found on the job.
d. Describe basic electrical safety practices, including removal of jewelry and

metal objects from the body.
e. Utilize media presentations to describe hazards of electrical shock and

treatment procedures.
f. Review procedures to use in case of an accident.
g. Display examples of proper safety grounding methods.
h. Demonstrate the operation of current overload devices.

Suggested Assessment Strategies:

1. Describe personal and general safety rules for working in a shop/lab and
industry.
a. Oral and/or written exercise.
b. Oral and/or written exercise.

3
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c. Oral and/or written exercise.
d. Oral and/or written exercise.
e. Oral and/or written exercise and performance exercise.
f. Oral and/or written exercise.
g. Oral and/or written exercise.

2. Describe basic electrical safety practices.
a. Oral and/or written exercise.
b. Oral and/or written exercise.
c. Student identification of hazardous materials using the MSDS sheet.
d. Observe and monitor safe practices performed by students.
e. Oral and/or written evaluation.
f. Oral and/or written evaluation.
g. Oral and/or written evaluation.
h. Oral and/or written evaluation.

Suggested References:

Grob, B. Basic Electronics (7th ed.). New York: Glencoe/McGraw-Hill. 1992.

Hartman, L. Basic Electronics. Stillwater, OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum
Consortium. 1987.

Kaltwasser, S.; Flowers, G.; & Blasingame, D. Basic Wiring (2nd ed.). Stillwater,
OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium. 1994.

National Electrical Code. Boston, MA: National Fire Protection Association. 1993.

Warzecha, Mary. Hazardous Materials Fingertip Retrieval System. American
Vocational Association. 1988.

"
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ELECTRONICS I
UNIT 3: LEADERSHIP AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Competencies and Suggested Objectives:

August 1, 1995

(5 days)

1. State procedures of leadership used to reach an agreement in an orderly
manner and personal development opportunities provided students in
electronics by the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA).
a. State procedures of leadership used in organizational meetings to reach an

agreement in an orderly manner including procedures for gaining
recognition in a meeting and conducting a VICA Club meeting.

b. Describe the purposes of VICA including leadership development, personal
development, and skills competition.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
C5, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP1, WP3, WP6

2. Identify desirable personal behavior and characteristics for use in the electronic
occupations.
a. Identify desirable personality traits to apply when serving the public

including politeness, cheerfulness, enthusiasm, efficiency, competency,
friendliness, self-confidence, honesty, and integrity.

b. Identify desirable personality traits to apply when communicating with
employees, supervisors, and other employees including effective
communication skills, positive attitude, honesty, integrity, loyalty, team
commitment, cooperation, and ability to follow oral and written
instructions.

c. Identify desirable characteristics of the personal work ethic to apply in
electronics including attendance, promptness, desire to achieve, loyalty,
competent performance as required by employer, effective customer
relations, cooperation, and obedience to rules and regulations.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
C4, C5; C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP2, WP3, WP6
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3. Identify legal requirement for participation in electronics occupations.
a. Describe ways to avoid legal liability problems in electronics including

using equipment approved by national testing organization; installing
wiring to NEC, local codes, and customer specifications; and maintaining
license and bonding.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
C3, C4, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP4, WP6

Suggested Teaching Strategies:

1. State procedures of leadership used to reach an agreement in an orderly
manner and personal development opportunities provided students in
electronics by the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA).
a. Allow students to attend a formal meeting to observe "Robert's Rules of

Order" in operation. Give a hand-out on procedures for "Robert's Rules of
Order." Encourage a classroom discussion concerning "Robert's Rules of
Order."

b. Discuss leadership opportunities for students.
2. Identify desirable personal behavior and characteristics for use in the electronic

occupations.
a. Conduct a class discussion involving desirable personality traits.
b. Compare public personality traits versus employee personality traits.
c. Have students interview someone outside school to identify the

application of personal work ethics.
3. Identify legal requirement forparticipation in electronics occupations.

a. Discuss with students liabilities that can be incurred while not meuting
standards and ethics.

Suggested Assessment Strategies:

1. State procedures of leadership used to reach an agreement in an orderly
manner and personal development opportunities provided students in
electronics by the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA).
a. Orai and/or written review.
b. Oral and/or written review.

2. Identify desirable personal behavior and characteristics for use in the electronic
occupations.
a. Have students role piay desirable personality traits.
b. Oral and/or written report.
c. Oral and/or written report of interviews.

3. Identify legal requirement for participation in electronirs occupations.
a. Oral and/or written review.

Electronics
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Suggested References:

Hartman, L. Basic Electronics. Stillwater, OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum

Consortium. 1987.

Kaltwasser, S.; Flowers, G.; & Blasingame, D. Basic Wiring (2nd ed.). Stillwater,

OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium. 1994.

VICA. Official Guide for VICA. Washington, DC: Vocational Industrial Clubs of

America (VICA).
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ELECTRONICS I
UNIT 4: DIRECT CURRENT (DC) CIRCUITS (50 days)

Competencies and Suggested Objectives:

1. Describe the terms and scientific principles associated with direct current
electricity.
a. Define terms associated with the nature of matter including physical

characteristics of matter (elements, compounds, atoms, electrons,
protons, and neutrons).

b. Describe laws of electrical charges including like and unlike charges.
c. Identify electrical materials including conductors, insulators, and

semiconductors.
d. Describe methods of generating electricity including solar, chemical,

mechanical, and thermal.
e. Describe the principles and operation of batteries.
f. Describe basic theories of current flow including electron and

conventional flow methods.
g. Describe DC circuit parameters including voltage, power, current, and

resistance.
h. Identify resistor types and values using standard resistor color codes and

alphanumeric codes.
i. Perform basic engineering notation calculations including conversion,

adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing.
j. Identify DC circuit schematic symbols.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

Cl, C5, C6
Ml, M4
S6, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix 8):
WP1, WP2, WP4, WP6

2. Create circuits and measure DC electricity using the multimeter.
a. Describe and demonstrate use of a multimeter including measuring

voltage, current, and resistance.
b. Demonstrate use of Ohm's Law to calculate circuit parameters for a series

circuit including voltage, current, resistance, and power.
c. Draw and construct a series circuit with a minimum of three resistances.
d. Calculate and measure circuit parameters for a series circuit.
e. Demonstrate use of Ohm's Law to calculate circuit parameters for a

parallel circuit including voltage, current, resistance, and power.
f. Draw and construct a parallel circuit with a minimum of three resistances.
g. Calculate and measure circuit parameters for a parallel circuit.
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h. Demonstrate use of Ohm's Law to calculate circuit parameters for a
series-parallel circuit including voltage, current, resistance, and power.

i. Draw and construct a series-parallel circuit with a minimum of three
resistances.

j. Calculate and measure circuit parameters for a series-parallel circuit.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

Cl, C4, C6
Ml, M4
S6, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix 8):
WP4, WP5, WP6

3. Describe the principles of magnetism and electromagnetic properties.
a. Describe the principles of magnetism including magnetic fields, polarities,

core materials, permeability, motor action, induced current, and
associated laws.

b. Describe the principles of electromagnetic properties including magnetic
fields, polarities, core materials, permeability, motor action, induced
current, and associated laws.

c. Construct a simple electromagnet, including use of copper windings and a
metal rod.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C2, C4, C5
Ml, M4
S6, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix 8):
WP4, WP5, WP6

Suggested Teaching Strategies:

1 . Describe the terms and scientific principles associated with direct current
electricity.
a. Give students related handouts; review video on atom; discuss and

demonstrate Bohr's Model of the Atom.
b. Discuss fundamental laws of electrical charges.
c. Give related handouts to students; pass out examples of conductors,

insulators, and semiconductors; and introduce the atomic structure of
each of the examples.

d. Have students research the different methods used to generate electricity.
e. Display different battery types and describe differences.
f. Discuss basic theories of current flow.
g. Introduce current, resistance, and power and explain their relationship to

each other.

3
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h. Pass out a selection of resistors and describe the resistor color code and
alphanumeric code.

i. Review scientific notation and introduce engineering notation.
2. Create circuits and measure DC electricity using the multimeter.

a. Pass out operator's manual for related multimeter; demonstrate
procedures; and allow students to participate in related lab activities.

b. Have students calculate circuit parameters from example series circuits.
c. Have students draw and construct a three resistor series circuit.
d. Have students use calculator to obtain circuit parameters for a series

circuit and verify calculations by measuring circuit parameters with
multimeter.

e. Have students calculate parameters from example parallel circuits.
f. Have students draw and construct a three resistor parallel circuit.
g. Have students use calculator to obtain circuit parameters for a parallel

circuit and verify calculations by measuring circuit parameters with
multimeter.

h. Have students calculate circuit parameters from example series/parallel
circuits.

i. Have students draw and construct a three resistor series/parallel circuit.
j. Have students use calculator to obtain circuit parameters for a

series/parallel circuit and verify calculations by measuring circuit
parameters with multimeter.

3. Describe the principles of magnetism and electromagnetic properties.
a. View video series on magnetism and discuss observations.
b. View video series on electromagnetism and discuss observations.
c. Pass out materials and allow students to construct an electromagnet.

Suggested Assessment Strategies:

1. Describe the terms and scientific principles associated with direct current
electricity.
a. Written test.
b. Oral/written test.
c. Oral/written test.
d. Oral/written report.
e. Oral/written tes.
f. Oral test.
g. Oral/written test.
h. Perform lab and identify resister values.
i. Written test.
j. Oral/written test.

2. Create circuits and measure DC electricity using the multimeter.
a. Observation of proper techniques.
b. Completion of student worksheet.
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c. Observation and completed lab sheet.
d. Observation and completed lab sheet.
e. Completion of student worksheet with parallel circuit.
f. Observation and completed lab sheet with paiallel circuit.
g. Observation and completed lab sheet with parallel circuit.
h. Observation and completed worksheet with series/parallel circuit.
i. Observation and completed lab sheet with serif s/parallel circuit.
j. Observation and completed lab sheet with series/parallel circuit.

3. Describe the principles of magnetism and electromagnetic properties.
a. Oral/written test.
b. Oral/written test.
c. Observation and lab sheet.

Suggested References:

Food and Energy Council. Computerized Instructional Wiring Program. [Computer
software]. Columbia, MO: Author.

Fowler, Richard J. Electricity: Principles and Applicationa (3rd ed.). New York:
McGraw-Hill. 1989.

Grob, B. Basic Electronics (7th ed.). New York: Glencoe/McGraw-Hill. 1992.

Hartman, L. Basic Electronics. Stillwater, OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum
Consortium. 1987.

Kaltwasser, S.; Flowers, G.; & Blasingame, D. Basic Wiring (2nd ed.). Stillwater,
OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium. 1994.

National Electrical Code. Boston, MA: National Fire Protection Association. 1993.

Windham, Kenneth E. DC/AC Computer Lab Manual. New York:
Glencoe/Macmillan/McGraw-Hill. 1995.
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ELECTRONICS I
UNIT 5: ALTERNATING CURRENT (AC) CIRCUITS (65 days)

Competencies and Suggested Objectives:

1. Describe the terms and scientific principles associated with alternating current
electricity.
a. Describe principles of AC generation including sine wave characteristics

and magnetic induction.
b. Define terms associated with AC voltage including AC frequency, period,

nd time.
c. Describe sources of AC voltage including power plants (hydroelectric,

fossil fuel, solar, wind, and nuclear power) and generators.
d. Describe distribution route and components used from power plant to

home or business including transmission lines, transformers, substations,
and service entrances.

e. Describe the properties and characteristics of inductors including
inductance, physical properties, DC and AC characteristics, units, current,
and frequency.

f. Describe the properties and characteristics of transformers including
rating, types, uses, turns ratio, and connections.

g. Describe properties and characteristics of capacitors including
capacitance, physical properties, DC and AC characteristics, units, and
reactance.

h. Describe differences in phases in electrical power supply, including single-
phase, and polyphase.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C2, C4, C5
Ml, M2
55 S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP2, WP5, WP6

2. Display and measure AC waveforms using the oscilloscope and function
generator.
a. Demonstrate the use of an oscilloscope including safety and measurement

of DC and AC voltages and time.
b. Demonstrate the use of a function generator including safety, square

wave, sine wave, sawtooth wave, frequency, and amplitude.
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Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
C2, C4, C5
M2, M4
S5, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP1, WP4, WP5

3. Describe and construct series and parallel circuits.
a. Draw and construct a series resistive circuit, calculating parameters and

discussing phase relationship.
b. Draw and construct a parallel resistive circuit, calculating parameters and

discussing phase relationship.
c. Draw and construct a series inductive circuit including calculating

parameters and time and voltage measurement in a circuit with two
inductors.

d. Draw and construct a parallel inductive circuit including calculating
parameters and time and voltage measurement in a circuit with two
inductors.

e. Draw and construct a series RL circuit including calculating parameters
and time and voltage measutement.

f. Draw and construct a parallel RL circuit including calculating parameters
and time and voltage measurement.

g. Draw and construct a series capacitive circuit including calculating
parameters and time and voltage measurement of a circuit with two
capacitors.

h. Draw and construct a parallel capacitive circuit including calculating
parameters and time and voltage measurement of a circuit with two
capacitors.

i. Draw and construct a series RC circuit including calculating parameters
and time and voltage measurement.

j. Draw and construct a parallel RC circuit including calculating parameters
and time and voltage measurement.

k. Draw RL and RC time constants including calculating parameters and time
and voltage measurement.

I. Draw and construct a series RCL circuit including calculating parameters
and time and voltage measurement.

m. Draw and construct a parallel RCL circuit including calculating parameters
and time and voltage measurement.

n. Describe series and parallel resonance.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

C2, C4, C5
M2, M4
S5, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP1, WP4, WP5
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Suggested Teaching Strategies:

1. Describe the terms and scientific principles associated with alternating current
electricity.
a. Pass out handouts and view videos on AC generation.
b. Pass out handouts and review terms and definitions.
c. Have students research AC voltage sources and prepare reports.
d. Use student handouts and videos with classroom discussion and tour of a

power distribution system.
e. Use student handouts and videos with classroom discussion.
f. Use student handouts and videos with classroom discussion.
g. Use student handouts and videos with classroom discussion.
h. Use student handouts and conference with visual demonstration.
i. Use student handouts with classroom discussion.

2. Measure AC electricity using the oscilloscope and function generator.
a. Pass out operation manual and block diagram and discuss front panel

control and measurement of time and amplitude.
b. Pass out operation manual and block olagram and discuss front panel

controls and output waveform.
3. Describe and construct series and parallel circuits.

a. Student handouts, conference, and student worksheet computer
assignment.

b. Student handouts, conference, and student worksheet computer
assignment.

c. Describe series inductive circuits and pass out worksheet for student to
draw and construct circuit. Make time/voltage measurement.

d. Describe parallel inductive circuits and pass out worksheet for student to
draw and construct circuit. Make time/voltage measurement.

e. Describe series RL circuits and pass out worksheet for student to draw
and construct circuit. Make time/voltage measurement.

f. Describe parallel RL circuits and pass out worksheet for student to draw
and construct circuit. Make time/voltage measurement.

g. Describe series capacitive circuits and pass out worksheet for student to
draw and construct circuit. Make time/voltage measurement.

h. Describe parallel capacitive circuits and pass out worksheet for student to
draw and construct circuit. Make time/voltage measurement.

i. Describe series RC circuits and pass out worksheet for student to draw
and construct circuit. Make time/voltage measurement.

j. Describe parallel RC circuits and pass out worksheet for student to draw
and construct circuit. Make time/voltage measurement.

k. Describe series RL and RC time constant circuits and pass out worksheet
for student to draw and construct circuit. Make time/voltage
measurement.

7 )
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I. Describe series RCL circuits and pass out worksheet for student to draw
and construct circuit. Make time/voltage measurement.

m. Describe parallel RCL circuits and pass out worksheet for student to draw
and consty ict circuit. Make time/voltage measurement.

n. Describe applications of series and parallel resonance.

Suggested Assessment Strategies:

1. Describe the terms and scientific principles associated with alternating current
electricity.
a. Written test.
b. Oral/written report.
c. Oral/written report.
d. Oral/written report.
e. Oral/written report.
f. Oral/written report.
g. Oral/written test.
h. Oral/written report.
I. Oral/written report.

2. Measure AC electricity using the oscilloscope and function generator.
a. Practical application with lab sheet.
b. Practical application with lab sheet.

3. Describe and construct series and parallel circuits.
a. Observation and completed lab sheets with AC series resistive circuits.
b. Observation and completed lab sheets with AC parallel resistive circuits.
c. Practical application with lab sheet.
d. Practical application with lab sheet.
e. Practical application with lab sheet.
f. Practical application with lab sheet.
g. Practical application with lab sheet.
h. Practical application with lab sheet.
i. Practical application with lab sheet.
j. Practical application with lab sheet.
k. Practical application with lab sheet.
I. Practical application with lab sheet.
m. Practical application with lab sheet.
n. Oral or written test.

Suggested References:

Food and Energy Council. Computerized Instructional Wiring Program. [Computer
software]. Columbia, MO: Author.
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Fowler, Richard J. Electricity: Principles and Applications (3rd ed.). New York:
McGraw-Hill. 1989.

Grob, B. Basic Electronics (7th ed.). New York: Glencoe/McGraw-HiH. 1992.

Hartman, L. Basic Electronics. Stillwater, OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum
Consortium. 1987.

Kaltwasser, S.; Flowers, G.; & Blasingame, D. Basic Wiring (2nd ed.). Stillwater,
OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium. 1994.

National Electrical Code. Boston, MA: National Fire Protection Association. 1993.

Windham, Kenneth E. DC/AC Computer Lab Manual. New York:
Glencoe/Macmillan/McGraw-Hill. 1995.
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ELECTRONICS II
UNIT 1: ORIENTATION

Competencies and Suggested Objectives:

August 1, 1995

(1 day)

1. Describe local program and vocational center policies and procedures.
a. Describe local program and vocational center policies and procedures

including dress code, attendance, academic requirements, discipline,
shop/lab rules and regulations, and transportation regulations.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
C 1, C4, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP2, WP3, WP6

2. Describe employment opportunities and responsibilities for electronics
technicians and related employees.
a. Describe employment opportunities available for electricians, electronics

technicians, and electrical related employees including potential earnings,
employee benefits, job availability, possible places of employment,
working conditions, and educational requirements.

b. Describe basic employee responsibilities including punctuality, physical
requirements, customer relations, following directions, job safety, and
entry level skills.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C4, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP2, WP3, WP6

Suggested Teaching Strategies:

1. Describe local program and vocational center policies and procedures.
a. Review and discuss applicable rules and regulations.

2. Describe employment opportunities and responsibilities for electronics
technicians and related employees.
a. Have students survey job opportunities through employer visits, resource

person(s), telephone calls, help wanted ads, or a field trip with report of
findings to the class.

b. Have resource person speak to students regarding requirements for
punctuality, physical requirements, customer relations, following
directions, job safety, and entry level skills.
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Suggested Assessment Strategies:

1. Describe local program and vocational center policies and procedures.
a. Test on applicable rules and regulations.

2. Describe employment opportunities and responsibilities for electronics
technicians and related employees.
a. Oral and written report on employment opportunities.
b. Oral and written report on employee responsibilities.

Suggested References:

Grob, B. Basic Electronics (7th ed.). New York: Glencoe/McGraw-Hill. 1992.

Hartman, L. Basic Electronics. Stillwater, OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum
Consortium. 1987.

Kaltwasser, S.; Flowers, G.; & Blasingame, D. Basic Wirino (2nd ed.). Stillwater,
OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium. 1994.

Local Administrative Policies and Procedures.
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ELECTRONICS II
UNIT 2: SAFETY (REVIEW)

Campetencies and Suggested Objectives:

August 1, 1995

(4 days)

1. Describe personal and general safety rules for working in a shop/lab and
industry.
a. Describe personal safety rules for working in a shop/lab and industry

including work clothing, protective clothing, safety glasses, and hearing,
feet, hand, and head protection.

b. Describe general workplace safety rules including shop/lab (work site)
organization.

c. Describe the proper use of fire extinguishers and classes of fires including
class A (trash and wood), B (petroleum products), C (energized electrical),
and D (combustible metals).

d. Identify standard industry Safety Color Code.
e. Describe procedures for safely handling heavy objects including using

lifting devices, having straight back, lifting with legs, getting help for
heavy objects, holding objects close to the body, sizing up load, and
holding feet close together.

f. Describe safety practices for using climbing devices including ladders,
scaffolding, and climbing belts.

g. Describe the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and its effect on
the workplace.

h. Identify the publisher, purpose, and application of the NEC.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

C2, C4
Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):

WP5
2. Describe basic electrical safety practices.

a. Describe factors to consider in storing and/or disposing of hazardous
materials including PCB's in old transformers and capacitors, volatile
liquids, battery acid, explosive gases, refrigerants, and POL products.

b. Identify hazardous materials that may be found on a job site and describe
procedures for handling/avoidance or removal of materials including
asbestos, PCB's, POL products, refrigerants, flammable materials, and
smoke.

c. Interpret a Materials Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).
d. Describe basic electrical safety practices including removal of jewelry and

metal objects from body, probing techniques, using insulated gloves and
boots, grounding, and personal safety devices.

e. Describe hazards of electrical shock including effects of current shock
avoidance techniques, and shock treatment procedures.
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f. Describe accident procedures including getting help, basic first aid,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), and accident report form.

g. Describe basic electric circuit safety methods including proper grounding,
importance of third wire, and ground fault interrupters.

h. Describe the operation of current overload devices including fuses and
circuit breakers.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
Cl, C4, C5
S5, S6, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP5, WP6

Suggested Teaching Strategies:

1. Describe personal and general safety rules for working in a shop/lab and
industry.
a. Have students review safety handout.
b. Tour shop and lab and identify potential safety hazards.
c. Demonstrate and/or explain uses of fire extinguishers and fire control

methods for classes of fires A, B, C, and D.
d. Conduct industry tour to observe safety color coding procedures.
e. Have students perform and/or observe safe lifting techniques.
f. Demonstrate safety practices for using climbing devices.
g. Discuss OSHA and its effect on the workplace.

2. Describe basic electrical safety practices.
a. Discuss factors to consider in storing and disposing hazardous materials.
b. Identify hazardous materials that may be found on the job site.
c. Provide students with MSDS sheets to identify hazardous materials that

may be found on the job.
d. Describe basic electrical safety practices, including removal of jewelry and

metal objects from the body.
e. Utilize media presentations to describe hazards of electrical shock and

treatment procedures.
f. Review procedures to use in case of an accident.
g. Display examples of proper safety grounding methods.
h. Demonstrate the operation of current overload devices.

Suggested Assessment Strategies:

1. Describe personal and general safety rules for working in a shop/lab and
industry.
a. Oral and/or written exercise.
b. Oral and/or written exercise.
c. Oral and/or written exercise.
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d. Oral and/or written exercise.
e. Oral and/or written exercise and performance exercise.
f. Oral and/or written exercise.
g. Oral and/or written exercise.

2. Describe basic electrical safety practices.
a. Oral and/or written exercise.
b. Oral and/or written exercise.
c. Student identification of hazardous materials using the MSDS sheet.
d. Observe and monitor safe practices performed by students.
e. Oral and/or written evaluation.
f. Oral and/or written evaluation.
g. Oral and/or written evaluation.
h. Oral and/or written evaluation.

Suggested References:

Grob, B. Basic Electronics (7th ed.). New York: Glencoe/McGraw-Hill. 1992.

Hartman, L. Basic Electronics. Stillwater, OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum
Consortium. 1987.

Kaltwasser, S.; Flowers, G.; & Blasingame, D. Basic Wiring (2nd ed.). Stillwater,
OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium. 1994.

National Electrical Code. Boston, MA: National Fire Protection Association. 1993.

Warzecha, Mary. Hazardous Materials Fingertip Retrieval System. American
Vocational Association. 1988.
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ELECTRONICS H
UNIT 3: ADVANCED LEADERSHIP (5 days)

Competencies and Suggested Objectives:

1. Develop advanced leadership and organizational skills.
a. Identify V1CA leadership and skills competition activities including

leadership skills development programs, skills competitions, and
organizational skills.

b. Identify similarities between VICA leadership skills and workplace
leadership skills including organizational structure, promotional
opportunities, and benefits.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
C5, C6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP1, WP3, WP6

Suggested Teaching Strategies:

1. Develop advanced leadership and organizational skills.
a. Introduce V1CA Professional Development Program (PDP). Give handouts

on applicable skills competitions. Conduct first organizational meeting.
b. Invite guest speakers from industry and State VICA officers to discuss

leadership skills.

Suggested Assessment Strategies:

1. Develop advanced leadership and organizational skills.
a. Observe VICA organizational meeting held by students.
b. Oral/written report.

Suggested References:

VICA. Official Guide for VICA. Washington, DC: Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America (VICA).

5 t
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ELECTRONICS II
UNIT 4: SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS (55 days)

Competencies and Suggested Objectives:

1. Define and describe solid state electronic characteristics.
a. Define the characteristics of semiconductor materials including atomic

theory review and semiconductor physics.
b. Describe characteristics of a P.N. junction diode including P-type

materials, N-type materials, and biasing.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

Cl, C2, C4
S6

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP1, WP2, WP4

2. Describe and construct solid state circuits and components.
a. Describe and construct diode rectifier circuits including drawing,

calculating parameters, and measurements of both full wave and half
wave circuits.

b. Identify and construct common filter networks including Pi, T, and L
circuits.

c. Identify special purpose diodes including LED's, Zener, and other diode
applications.

d. Describe characteristics transistors including bi-polar, FETS, and
MOSFETS.

e. Describe and construct basic transistor circuit configurations including
drawing and measurement.

f. Describe, draw, and construct a single stage transistor amplifier.
g. Describe the use of integrated circuits in solid state electronics to include

their relative importance, advantages and disadvantages, and major
components.

Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):
C 1, C2, C4, C5
S6, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP1, WP4, WP5, WP6

Suggested Teaching Strategies:

1. Define and describe solid state electronic characteristics.
a. Handouts of periodic charts, overhead transparencies, and video.
b. Video, handouts, and overhead transparencies.
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2. Describe and construct solid state circuits and components.
a. Handouts, video, overhead transparencies, and computer applications.

Prepare practice exercise.
b. Handouts, video, overhead transparencies, and computer applications.

Prepare practical exercise.
c. Video, handouts, and manufacturer's data sheet.
d. Handouts, video, overhead transparencies, and computer applications.

Prepare practice exercise.
e. Handouts, video, overhead transparencies, and computer applications.

Prepare practice exercise.
f. Handouts, video, overhead transparencies, and computer applications.

Prepare practice exercise.
g. Handouts, video, and overhead transparencies.

Suggested Assessment Strategies:

1. Define and describe solid state electronic characteristics.
a. Written test.
b. Observation and completed lab sheets of diode rectifier circuits.

2. Describe and construct solid state circuits and components.
a. Observation and completed lab sheets of diode rectifier circuits.
b. Observation and completed lab sheets of filter network circuits.
c. Oral/written test.
d. Oral/written test.
e. Observation and completed lab sheets of transistor circuits.
f. Observation and completed lab sheets of single stage transistor amplifier.
g. Oral/written report.

Suggested References:

Grob, B. Basic Electronics (7th ed.). New York: Glencoe/McGraw-Hill. 1992.

Hartman, L. Basic Electronics. Stillwater, OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum
Consortium. 1987.

Malvino, A. P. Electronic Principles (5th ed.). New York:
Glericoe/Macmillan/McGraw-Hill. 1993.

Schuler, Charles A. Electronics: Principles and Applications (4th ed.). New York:
Glencoe/Macmillan/McGraw-Hill. 1994.

Schultz, Michael E. Electronic Devices: a Text and Software Problems Manual.
New York: Glencoe/Macmillan/McGraw-Hill. 1994.
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ELECTRONICS II
UNIT 5: SOLDERING (5 days)

Competencies and Suggested Objectives:

1. Utilize soldering as a connective device.
a. Match soldering tools and materials with their uses including materials

and proper techniques.
b. Solder and desolder various components and connectors including

soldering and desoldering components.
c. Protect temperature sensitive components, and static sensitive devices

(ESD), using protective devices.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

Cl, C2, C4, C5
S6, S8

Workplace Skills (See Appendix 8):
WP1, WP4, WP5, WP6

Suggested Teaching Strategies:

1. Utilize soldering as a connective device.
a. Video and handout.
b. Student lab associated with soldering and desoldering.
c. Video, discussion, and demonstration of proper heat sink and static

protection devices and technique.

Suggested Assessment Strategies:

1. Utilize soldering as a connective device.
a. Oral/written test.
b. Have student demonstrate proper soldering and desoldering techniques.
c. Oral/written report.

Suggested References:

Hartman, L. Basic Electronics. Stillwater, OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum
Consortium. 1987.

Schuler, Charles A. Electronics: Principles and Applications (4th ed.). New York:
Glencoe/Macmillan/McGraw-Hill. 1994.
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ELECTRONICS II
UNIT 6: DIGITAL ELECMONICS (60 days)

Competencies and Suggested Objectives:

1 . 'tonvert between number systems and perform mathematical operations in
number systems.
a. Convert between number systems including decimal, binary, octal, and

hexadecimal.
b. Perform mathematical operations in number systems including decimal,

binary, octal, and hexadecimal.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

C 1, C2, C4, C5
Ml, M2

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP1, WP4, WP5

2. Describe digital components and construct digital circuits.
a. Describe basic logic gates including drawing schematic symbols,

constructing truth tables, breadboarding gates, and verifying truth tables.
b- Describe and construct combinational logic circuits including writing

Boolean expression, drawing circuit, and verification.
c. Describe logic gate families including TTL and CMOS operating

characteristics.
d. Describe and construct Insic flip-flop circuits including drawing,

breadboarding, completing truth table, and applications.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

C 1, C2, C3, C5
M 1
S5

Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):
WP2, WP4, WP5, WP6

Suggested Teaching Strategies:

1. Convert between number systems and perform mathematical operations in
number systems.
a. Handouts, video, overhead, computer assignment, and conference.
b. Observe student activities completing worksheet and computer

assignment.
2. Describe digital components and construct digital circuits.

a. Handout, video, overhead, computer assignment, and lab assignment.
b. Handout, video, overhead, computer assignment, and lab assignment.
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c. Handout, video, overhead transparencies, and conference.
d. Handout, video, overhead, computer assignment, and lab assignment.

Suggested Assessment Strategies:

1. Convert between number systems and perform mathematical operations in
number systems.
a. Written test or computer exercise.
b. Written test or computer exercise.

2. Describe digital components and construct digital circuits.
a. Observation and completed lab sheet on basic logic gates.
b. Observation and completed lab sheet on combinational logic gates.
c. Oral/written test.
d. Observation and completed lab sheet on basic flip-flop gates.

Suggested References:

Grob, B. Basic Electronicq (7th ed.). New York: Glencoe/McGraw-Hill. 1992.

Hartman, L. Basic Electronics. Stillwater, OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum
Consortium. 1987.

Schuler, Charles A. Electronics: Principles and Applications (4th ed.). New York:
Glencoe/Macmillan/McGraw-Hill. 1 994.

5
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ELECTRONICS II
UNIT 7: EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS (5 days)

Competencies and Suggested Objectives:

1. Develop employability skills.
a. Prepare a resume containing essential information including personal

information, education, and employment experience using correct
grammar, spelling, and punctuation.

b. CL.nplete job application forms including correct grammar, spelling, and
punctuation.

c. Explain procedures for job interviews using correct job etiquette.
d. Demonstrate the role of an applicant in a job interview using correct

interview procedures.
Related Academic Topics (See Appendix A):

Cl, C4, C6
Workplace Skills (See Appendix B):

WP2, WP3, WP6

Suggested Teaching Strategies:

1. Develop employability skills.
a. Assist guidance counselor in presenting resume writing.
b. Assist guidance counselor or industry personnel manager in completing

job application form.
c. Role play job interviews with instructor, counselor, or personnel manager.
d. Role play job interviews with instructor, counselor, or personnel manager.

Suggested Assessment Strategies:

1. Develop employability skills.
a. Evaluate student resume.
b. Evaluate student job application.
c. Oral or written report.
d. Observation of role play.

Suggested References:

Hartman, L. Basic Electronics. Stillwater, OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum
Consortium. 1987.

Schuler, Charles A. Egctronics: Principles and Applications (4th ed.). New York:
Glencoe/Macmillan/McGraw-Hill. 1994.
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RECOMMENDED TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
FOR SECONDARY ELECTRONICS

1. AC power supply (10)
2. DC power supply, variable 0-30 V (10)
3, Digit storage oscilloscope, 100 MHz (1)
4. Oscilloscope, 50 MHz Dual trace (10)
5. Function generators, 0-10 MHz (10)
6. Logic analyzer (10)
7. Logic probe (10)
8. Logic pulsar (10)
9. Multimeter, analog (10)
10. Multimeter, digital (10)
11. Soldering irons, variable 0-30 watts (10)
12. Desoldering equipment (10)
13. Breadboards, 1500 connectors (minimum) (15)
14. Isolation transformer (variable) (1)
15. Frcquency counter, 10 MHz (10)
16. LCR meter (10)
17. GFCI tester (2)
18. Semiconductor tester (10)
19. Compressor, 2 H.P. w13 gal tank (1)
20. Computers, with printers, for computer assisted instruction; electronics

software with practical applications in DC, AC, solid state (transistors), and
digital devices; word processing software; and mathematical software (11)

21. Vacuum cleaner (1)
22. Needle nose pliers, 3" (10)
23. Long nose pliers, 3" (10)
24. Diagonal cutting pliers, 3" (10)
25. Combination slip or groove joi° _ pliers (10)
26. Flat nose cutting pliers, 3" (nippers) (10)
27. Miniature jeweler screwdrivers (flat blade and Phillips) (10)
28. TORX© Drivers (10)
29. Posidriv© Drivers (10)
30. Screwdrivers, flat blade, 4" (1/8, 3/16, 1/4, and 5/16) (10)
31. Screwdrivers, Phillips head 4" (#1, #2, and #3) (10)
32. Adjustable wire strippers (10)
33. Wrench set, box & open end (5/32 1") (10)
34. Nut driver set (1/8 3/4) (10)
35. Hemostats, curved (10)
36. Hemostats, straight (10)
37. Files, precision/Miniature (10)
38. Wire strippers, thermal (10)
39. Heat sink (10)

5 9
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40. Solder/desolder ...acuum sucker (10)
41. Component removal/insertion tool (10)
42. IC Insertion/removal tool (10)
43. IC Extender device (14, 16, 18) (10)
44. Power drill, 318", cordless (2)
45. Soldering vise (10)
46. Crimping tool w/crimp set (2)

,v
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APPENDIX A

RELATED ACADEMIC TOPICS FOR COMMUNICATIONS

Cl Interpret written material.
C2 Interpret visual materials (maps, charts, graphs, tables, etc.).
C3 Listen, comprehend, and take appropriate actions.
C4 Access, organize, and evaluate information.
C5 Use written and/or oral language skills to work cooperatively to solve

problems, make decisions, take actions, and reach agreement.
C6 Communicate ideas and information effectively using various oral and written

forms for a variety of audiences and purposes.

EXPANDED TOPICS FOR COMMUNICATIONS

TOPIC C 1 : Interpret written material.

C1.01 Read and follow complex written directions.
C1.02 Recognize common words and meanings associated with a variety of

occupations,
C1.03 Adjust reading strategy to purpose and type of reading.
C1.04 Use sections of books and reference sources to obtain information.
C1.05 Compare information from multiple sourfles and check validity.
C1.06 Interpret items and abbreviations u)sed in multiple forms.
C1.07 Interpret short notes, memos, and letters.
C1.08 Comprehend technical words and concepts.
C1.09 Use various reading techniques depending on purpose for reading.
C1.10 Find, read, understand, and use information from printed matter or

electronic sources.

TOPIC C2: Interpret visual materials (maps, charts, graphs, tables, etc.).

C2.01 Use visuals in written and in oral presentations.
C2.02 Recognize visual cues to meaning (layout, typography, etc.).
C2.03 Interpret and apply information using visual materials.

TOPIC C3: Listen, comprehend, and take appropriate action.

C3.01 Identify and evaluate orally-presented messages according to purpose.
C3.02 Recognize barriers to effective listening.
C3.03 Recognize how voice inflection changes meaning.
C3.04
C3.05

Identify speaker signals requiring a response and respond accordingly.
Listen attentively and take accurate notes.

C3.06 Use telephone to receive information.
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C3.07 Analyze and distinguish information from formal and informal oral
presentations.

TOPIC C4: Access, organize, and evaluate information.

C4.01 Distinguish fact from opinion.
C4.02 Use various print and non-print sources for specialized information.
C4.03 Interpret and distinguish between literal and figurative meaning.
C4.04 Interpret written or oral communication in relation to context and writer's

point of view.
C4.05 Use relevant sources to gather information for written or oral

communication.

TOPIC C5: Use written and/or oral language skills to work cooperatively to solve
problems, make decisions, take actions, and reach agreement.

C5.01 Select appropriate words for communication needs.
C5.02 Use reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills to solve problems.
C5.03 Compose inquiries and requests.
C5.04 Write persuasive letters and memos.
C5.05 Edit written reports, letters, memos, and short notes for clarity, correct

grammar, and effective sentences.
C5.06 Write logical and understandable statements, phrases, or sentences for

filling out forms, for correspondence or reports.
C5.07 Write directions or summaries of processes, mechanisms, events, or

concepts.
C5.08 Select and use appropriate formats for presenting reports.
C5.09 Convey information to audiences in writing.
C5.10 Compose technical reports and correspondence that meet accepted

standards for written communications.

TOPIC C6: Communicate ideas and information using oral and written forms for a
variety of audiences and purposes.

C6.01 Give complex oral instructions.
C6.02 Describe a business or industrial process/mechanism.
C6.03 Participate effectively in group discussions and decision making.
C6.04 Produce effective oral messages utilizing different media.
C6.05 Explore ideas orally with partners.
C6.06 Participate in conversations by volunteering information when appropriate

and asking relevant questions when appropriate.
C6.07 Restate or paraphrase a conversation to confirm one's own

understanding.
C6.08 Gather and provide information utilizing different media.
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C6.09 Prepare and deliver persuasive, descriptive, and demonstrative oral
presentations.

RELATED ACADEMIC TOPICS FOR MATHEMATICS

M1 Relate number relationships, number systems, and number theory.
M2 Explore patterns and functions.
M3 Explore algebraic concepts and processes.
M4 Explore the concepts of measurement.
M5 Explore the geometry of one-, two-, and three-dimensions.
M6 Explore concepts of statistics and probability in real world situations.
M7 Apply mathematical methods, concepts, and properties to solve a variety of

real-world problems.

EXPANDED TOPICS FOR MATHEMATICS

TOPIC Ml: Relate number relationships, number systems, and number theory.

M1.01

M1.02

M1.03

M1.04
M1.05

M1.06

M1.07

M1.08
M1.09

Understand, represent, and use numbers in a variety of equivalent forms
(integer, fraction, decimal, percent, exponential, and scientific notation)
in real world and mathematical problem situations.
Develop number sense for whole numbers, fractions, decimals, integers,
and rational numbers.
Understand and apply ratios, proportions, and percents in a wide variety
of situations.
Investigate relationships among fractions, decimals, and percents.
Compute with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, integers, and rational
numbers.
Develop, analyze, and explain procedures for computation and techniques
for estimations.
Select and use an appropriate method for computing from among mental
arithmetic, paper-and-pencil, calculator, and computer methods.
Use computation, estimation, and proportions to solve problems.
Use estimation to check the reasonableness of results.

TOPIC M2: Explore patterns and functions.

M2.01
M2.02
M2.03

M2.04
M2.05

Electronics

Describe, extend, analyze, and create a wide variety of patterns.
Describe and represent relationships with tables, graphs, and rules.
Analyze functional relationships to explain how a change in one quantity
results in a change in another.
Use patterns and functions to represent and solve problems.
Explore problems and describe results using graphical, numerical,
physical, algebraic, and verbal mathematical models or representations.
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M2.06 Use a mathematical idea to further their understanding of other
mathematical ideas.

M2.07 Apply mathematical thinking and modeling to solve problems t; lat arise in
other disciplines, such as art, music, and business.

TOPIC M3: Explore algebraic concepts and processes.

M3.01 Represent situations and explore the interrelationships of number
patterns with tables, graphs, verbal rules, and equations.

M3.02 Analyze tables and graphs to identify properties and relationships and to
interpret expressions and equations.

M3.03 Apply algebraic methods to solve a variety of real world and
mathematical problems.

TOPIC M4: Explore the concepts of measurement.

M4.01 Estmate, make,and use measurements to describe and compare
phenomena.

M4.02 Select appropriate units and tools to measure to the degree of accuracy
required in a particular situation.

M4.03 Extend understanding of the concepts of perimeter, area, volume, angle
measure, capacity, and weight and mass.

M4.04 Understand and apply reasoning processes, with special attention to
spatial reasoning and reasoning with proportions and graphs.

TOPIC M5: Explore the geometry of one-, two-, and three-dimensions.

M5.01 Identify, describe, compare, and classify geometric figures.
M5.02 Visualize and represent geometric figures with special attention to

developing spatial sense.
M5.03 Explore transformations of geometric figures.
M5.04 Understand and apply geometric properties and relationships.
M5.05 Classify figures in terms of congruence and similarity and apply these

relationships.

TOPIC M6: Explore the concepts of statistics and probability in real world
situations.

M6.01
M6.02
M6.03

M6.04

A-6

Systematically collect, organize, and describe data.
Construct, read, and interpret tables, charts, and graphs.
Develop an appreciation for statistical methods as powerful means for
decision making.
Make predictions that arg based on exponential or theoretical
probabilities.
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M6.05 Develop an appreciation for the pervasive use of probability in the real
world.

TOPIC M7: Apply mathematical methods, concepts, and properties to solve a
vaTiety of real-world problems.

M7.01

M7.02

M7.03
M7.04

Use computers and/or calculators to process information for all
mathematjbal situations.
Use problem-solving approaches to investigate and understand
mathematical content.
Formulate problems from situations within and outside mathematics.
Generalize solutions and strategies to new problem situations.

RELATED ACADEMIC TOPICS FOR SCIENCE

S1 Explain the Anatomy and Physiology of the human body.
S2 Apply the basic biological principles of Plants, Viruses and Monerans, Algae,

Protista, and Fungi.
S3 Relate the nine major phyla of the kingdom anomaly according to morphology,

anatomy, and physiology.
S4 Explore the chemical and physical prcperties of the earth to include Geology,

Meteorology, Oceanography, and the Hydrologic Cycle.
S5 Investigate the properties and reactions of matter to include symbols,

formulas and nomenclature, chemical equations, gas laws, chemical bonding,
acid-base reactions, equilibrium, oxidation-reduction, nuclear chemistry, and
organic chemistry.

S6 Explore the principles and theories related to motion, mechanics, electricity,
magnetism, light energy, thermal energy, wave energy, and nuclear physics.

S7 Explore the principles of genetic and molecular Biology to include the
relationship between traits and patterns of inheritance, population genetics,
the structure and function of DNA, and current applications of DNA
technology.

S8 Apply concepts related to the scientific process and method to include safety
procedures for classroom and laboratory; use and care of scientific equipment;
interrelationships between science, technology and society; and effective
communication of scientific results in oral, written, and graphic form.

EXPANDED TOPICS FOR SCIENCE

TOPIC S1: Explain the Anatomy and Physiology of the human body.

S1.01 Recognize common terminology and meanings.
S1.02 Explore the relationship of the cell to more complex systems within the

body.
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S1.03 Summarize the functional anatomy of all the major body systems.
S1.04 Relate the physiology of the major body systems to its corresponding

anatomy.
S1.05 Compare and contrast disease transmission and treatment within each

organ system.
S1.06 Explore the usage of medical technology as related to human organs and

organ systems.
S1.07 Explain the chemical composition of body tissue.

TOPIC S2: Apply the basic biological principles of Plants, Viruses and Monerans,
Algae, Protista, and Fungi.

S2.01 Identify the major types and structures of plants, viruses, monera, algae
protista, and fungi.

S2.02 Explain sexual and asexual reproduction.
S2.03 Describe the ecological importance of plants as related to the

environment.
S2.04 Analyze the physical chemical and behavioral process of a plant.

TOPIC S3: Relate the nine major phyla of the kingdom anomaly according to
morphology, anatomy, and physiology.

S3.01 Explain the morphology, anatomy, and physiology of animals.
S3.02 Describe the characteristics, behaviors, and habitats of selected animals.

TOPIC S4: Explore the chemical and physical properties of the earth to include
Geology, Meteorology, Oceanography, and the Hydrologic Cycle.

S4.01 Examine minerals and their identification, products of the rock cycle,
byproducts of weathering, and the effects of erosion.

S4.02 Relate the Hydrologic Cycle to include groundwater its zones, movement,
and composition; surface water systems, deposits, and runoff.

S4.03 Consider the effects of weather and climate on the environment.
S4.04 Examine the composition of seawater; wave, tides, and currents;

organisms, environment, and production of food; energy, food and
mineral resources of the oceans.

TOPIC S5: Investigate the properties and reactions of matter to include symbols,
formulas and nomenclature, chemical equations, gas laws, chemical
bonding, acid-base reactions, equilibrium, oxidation-reduction, nuclear
chemistry, and organic chemistry.

S5.01 Examine the science of chemistry to include the nature of matter,
symbols, formulas and nomenclature, and chemical equations.
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S5.02 Identify chemical reactions including precipitation, acids-bases, and
reduction-oxidation.

S5.03 Explore the fundamentals of chemical bonding and principles of
equilibrium.

S5.04 Relate the behavior of gases.
S5.05 Investigate the structure, reactions, and uses of organic compounds; and

investigate nuclear chemistry and radiochemistry.

TOPIC S6: Explore the principles and theories related to motion, mechanics,
electricity, magnetism, light energy, thermal energy, wave energy, and
nuclear physics.

S6.01 Examine fundamentals of motion of physical bodies and physical
dynamics.

S6.02 Explore the concepts and relationships among work, power, and energy.
S6.03 Explore principles, characteristics, and properties of electricity,

magnetism, light energy, thermal energy, and wave energy.
S6.04 Identify principles of modern physics related to nuclear physics.

TOPIC S7: Explore the principles of genetic and molecular Biology to include the
relationship between traits and patterns of inheritance; population
genetics, the structure and function of DNA, and current applications
of DNA technology.

S7.01 Examine principles, techniques, and patterns of traits and inheritance in
organisms.

S7.02 Apply the concept of population genetics to both microbial and
multicellular organism.

S7.03 Identify the structure and function of DNA and the uses of DNA
technology in science, industry, and society.

TOPIC S8: Apply concepts related to the scientific process and method to include
safety procedures for classroom and laboratory; use and care of
scientific equipment; interrelationships between science, technology
and society; and effective communication of scientific results in oral,
written, and graphic form.

S8.01 Apply the components of scientific processes and methods in classroom
and laboratory investigations.

S8.02 Observe and practice safe procedures in the classroom and laboratory.
S8.03 Demonstrate proper use and care for scientific equipment.
S8.04 Investigate science careers, and advances in technology.
S8.05 Communicate results of scientific investigations in oral, written, and

graphic form.
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APPENDIX B
WORKPLACE SKILLS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

WP1 Allocates resources (time, money, materials and facilities, and human
resources).

WF2 Acquires, evaluates, organizes and maintains, and interprets/communicates
information, including the use of computers.

WP3 Practices interpersonal skills related to careers including tearr. member
participation, teaching other people, serving clients/customers, exercising
leadership, negotiation, and working with culturally diverse.

WP4 Applies systems concept including basic understanding, monitoring and
correction system performance, and designing and improving systems.

WP5 Selects, applies, and maintains/troubleshoots technology.

WP6 Employs thinking skills including creative thinking, decision making, problem
solving: reasoning, and knowing how to learn.

7 0
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Student:

STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE
FOR ELECTRONICS I s

August 1, 1995

This record is intended to serve as a method of noting student achievement of the
competencies in each unit. It can be duplicated for each student and serve as a
cumulative record of competencies achieved in the course.

In the blank before each competency, place the date on which the student
mastered the competency.

UNIT 1: Orientation

1. Describe local program and vocational center policies and
procedures.

2. Describe employment opportunities and responsibilities for
electronics technicians and related employees.

UNIT 2: Safety

1. Describe personal and general safety rules for working in a shop/lab
and industry.

2. Describe basic electrical safety practices.

UNIT 3: Leadership and Personal Development

1. State procedures of leadership used to reach an agreement in an
orderly manner and personal development opportunities provided
students in electronics by the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America
(VICA).

2. Identify desirable personal behavior and characteristics for use in the
electronic occupations.

3. Identify legal requirement for participation in electronics occupations.

UNIT 4: Direct Current (DC) Circuits

1. Describe the terms and scientific principles associated with direct
current electricity.

2. Create circuits and measure DC electricity using the multimeter.
3. Describe the principles of magnetism and electromagnetic properties.
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UNIT 5: Alternating Current (AC) Circuits

C-4

August 1, 1995

1. Describe the terms and scientific principles associated with
alternating current electricity.

2. Display and measure AC waveforms using the oscilloscope and
function generator.

3. Describe and construct series and pa-allel circuits.
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Student:

STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE
FOR ELECTRONICS II

August 1, 1995

This record is intended to serve as a method of noting student achievement of the
competencies in each unit. It can be duplicated for each student and serve as a
cumulative record of competencies achieved in the course.

In the blank before each competency, place the date on which the student
mastered the competency.

UNIT 1: Orientation

1. Describe local program and vocational center policies and
procedures.

2. Describe employment opportunities and responsibilities for
electronics technicians and related employees.

UNIT 2: Safety (Review)

1 . Describe personal and general safety rules for working in a shop/lab
and industry.

2. Describe basic electrical safety practices.

UNIT 3: Advanced Leadership

1 . Develop advanced leadership and organizational skills.

UNIT 4: Solid State Electronics

1 . Define and describe solid state electronic characteristics.
2. Describe and construct solid state c;rcuits and components.

UNIT 5: Soldering

1 . Utilize soldering as a connective device.

UNIT 6: Digital Electronics

1. Convert between number systems and perform mathematic
operations in number systems.

2. Describe digital components and construct digital circuits.
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UNIT 7: Employability Skills

1. Develop amployability skills.

August 1, 1995
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